The Organ of the Cambridge Hash House Harriers

October 2014

OnOut ....Who’s Next?
AGPU 5th October Waterbeach Tillage Hall:
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Run 1874 Five Alls, Benwick
Hares - Fannyrat & Cockpit
Scribe - Checkpoint

Who just
farted?
Fannyrat always
smiles when he
farts.

ZZzzzzzzzz
(dribble|)!!

BParp!

!!

For some of us it was a sparrow fart start, a quick cycle to Cambridge to catch a lift with Double Top, Debonaire,
Three Swallows and B@stard. Fortunately DT has heard a traffic alert saying the A10 was closed north of
Cambridge due to an overturned car, so the Sat Nave was quizzed and a route via the A14/Warboys was chosen.
This however, took us down some interesting roads including one where more than 5 miles an hour had us rear
passengers thinking we were in a bouncy castle. After a few more single track roads we arrived at Benwick in
sunshine.
The pack was already assembling and swelled in number by several ‘returnees’, Squeak, Sperm Whale, Gorilla, (An
Oxford comma) and Chimp. (Yes I’ve just been reading an Inspector Morse novel).
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Fannyrat demonstrated the symbols including an additional centre spot for a checkback then carefully explained the
trail was up the road then right just by the playground sign. Fit but Dim lived up to his name and went steaming past
said sign only to realize the pack wasn’t following him. After a small loop we arrived back at the pub. The walkers
were seen ambling up the road out of the village but the pack was convinced this couldn’t be the right way so checked
out every other possibility before deciding ‘well lets follow the walkers’.
The trail then headed out into the countryside, Muff Diver was seen on the horizon whilst the rest of the pack veered
left along another track where Hold it for me watered one of the few trees around. He was duly awarded a downdown for this in the Circle.
The trail continued past a house where several Hashers commented the trail usually goes down that track, but the
pack continued to follow the dust and the front runners were confronted by the punctuated checkback. Yes, the actual
trail went down the track by the house (which was selling ‘Corettes’ are these the Fen cousins of courgettes?) Then
on to the beer stop hosted by Cockpit, not as several people commented tucked in amongst the straw bales like last
time when the rain was horizontal and felt like little needles. But we were treated to a demonstration of ‘haystack
building’ by a tractor and lift trailer. The row of bales became a stack as the trailer lifted.
The run in was alongside the river much to the disgust of the fishermen who were in a competition, doubt whether they
caught much while we were running past.
The pub was welcoming with a good choice of beer and a selection of filled rolls.
Several awards were given in the Circle: Debonaire for 900 runs, Daffy explained her first run was 484 and that two
other hashers started on run 483, Dave the Rave who has completed 373 runs and F1 who has only managed 42.
Double Top was awarded her ‘300 runs map’ and Potty gave Kermit and embellished mirror?
Down downs:
The awardees and the returnees
Woody Hollow and Fit but Dim for their rendition of ‘Hey Kids I’m a paedophile’ to the tune of Green sleeves. (Ice
cream vans will never be the same again).
Just give me one for working up a thirst in the US but being far too young to imbibe.

Events in 1874
English chemist C. R. Alder Wright synthesizes heroin for the first time.
The following Association football clubs are founded in Great Britain:





Aston Villa.
Bolton Wanderers (as Christ Church F.C.)
Greenock Morton.
Heart of Midlothian.

May 20 – Levi Strauss and Jacob Davis receive a U.S. patent for blue jeans with copper rivets.

The price is $13.50 per dozen.
July 24 – Mathew Evans and Henry Woodward patent the first incandescent lamp with an electric light bulb.

Births in 1874
January 25 – William Somerset Maugham, English author (d. 1965)
February 15 – Sir Ernest Shackleton, Irish explorer (d. 1922)
March 24 – Harry Houdini, Hungarian-born magician (d. 1926)
April 25 – Guglielmo Marconi, Italian inventor, recipient of the Nobel Prize in Physics (d. 1937)
September 21 – Gustav Holst, English composer (d. 1934)
November 30 Winston Churchill, twice Prime Minister of the United Kingdom (d. 1965)
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More from the 5 Alls Run

Oh My God
...He actually
did it!!!

This is the 6th
All!!

Questions :



How many right hands has
Taxi got?
Why are they all smiling ?
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Taxi’s got
long arms for
such a small
guy!

Why has Daddy
grown a
ponytail?

Mole is smiling !!
Wasn’t
me!

Stop smiling Fannyrat!!

squit
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Double Tops 300 Runs

Debonaire’s 900 Runs
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We’re all smiling !!
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Run 1862 - Cambridge Railway Station,
Cambridge
Hare - Jetstream, Unmentionable and Taxidermist
Scribe - Three Swallows
Operation Seagull
How I made it to the coach for 8am at the station was a miracle as I was still pissed from a heavy gin
and T session. So I was pleased to
see B@STARD who was as usual pissed
as well. The coach ride was very pleasant
anticipating where we were all going.
Eventually we arrived at a car park in
Holme on Sea. Horray. We assembled
onto the beach which was miles of sand
dunes, the sea was a gorgeous blue and
the sun was shining; how perfect. After
group photos and lots of me
and KERMIT wearing traditional bathing
suits we set off.
The trail was laid by JET STREAM
UNMENTIONABLE, TAXI and BEAR.
The walkers had a slow amble through
the dunes. I have no idea what the
runners did. TAXI in charge of us had no
idea where we were supposed to be
going, but by instinct we trudged on through a woodland and out onto the beach again, when in the
distance against the shimmering heat of the day a mirage appeared it was BLOWBACK, LITTLE
BLOW and baby DELILAH they could be seen with a lifesaving drinks stop. WHILE YOUR DOWN
THERE being fussy like she is wanted a lager or gin and T but had to make do with real beer along
with POTTY.
A group of nice fit virgins on a stag do were part of the hash for
the day. The main man wearing half police officer uniform and a
lovely flowery skirt, he looked gorgeous. PAPARAZI was in
heaven taking photos of a man in half uniform.
Still at the drinks stop a few brave ones went for a swim. It was
like a scene from Bay Watch with all those fit lovely bodies
rippling and shining in the sun, in some cases to be honest were
wobbling in the sun. Rumour had it that DEBONAIRE was
swimming topless. So I checked to see if this was true only to be
fooled by JUST GIVE IT TO ME who was wearing a nude
coloured bra. It looked like she had no nipples
but DEBONAIRE made up for that with her massive ones and
she wasn't topless. I personally didn't go in the sea
neither B@STARD as we couldn't be bothered to take off our
trainers.
After the swim we all headed back on trail which took us to the
mystery pub; The Life Boat in Thornham. So that's where we
were, owned by Marco Pierre White a 3 star Michelin chef. We
had a massive burger with chips and salad apart from our only
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vegetarian BENGHAZI who had a massive battered cod. Singing drunkenly loud PUGWASH lowered
the tone of the restaurant a bit, how
common can one be and drinking from a
pottery fish.

The circle as usual was excellent
with DAFIDILDO and DEBONAIRE doing
there bit. EL RAVE staged a magnificent
real life scene from D day with the boys
from the stag do reinacting it to perfection.
A Lancaster Bomber with spinning
umbrellas, sounds effects and water pistols.
By now PAPARAZI had swapped uniforms
with the police officer, promising that she
would give him her pink fairy wings the
next time she saw him. Other downers
were given and everyone went back on the
piss. Some taking the piss when most of us
sat on the coach waiting to leave with the
coach driver honking his horn to round up the strays. KLINGER one of them.
The journey home was pleasant with lots of singing and laughter. BEAR and SPERM WHALE were
sitting on opposite sides of the coach so we didn't topple over. On the subject of BEAR who by the way
thinks that I'm a bit of an arsehole from Essex and a bit dim. But still we would all like to say a big
thank you for organising a brilliant day out at the seaside. Getting back to the coach there was a big
problem, there was no bloody beer left so we had to detox for a couple of hours. We arrived back at
Cambridge station sober and by now PAPARAZI had gone completely crazy into police action
alongside DEBONAIRE. They demanded that all the fit men must spread eagle as they needed to be
searched. They were thoroughly frisked with
proper good handfuls. COR.

We then all said our goodbyes and made our way
home. I must of looked a right proper twat you no
walking over
Hills road
bridge
wearing my
Victorian
swim suit
with genuine
red rapper
hat and sun
glasses. But I
didn't really care, like everyone; I'd had a well-chilled day with
excellent company, the sea and sand, and thanks to the R.A for
sun and blue skies. One last thing before I go. A short message I
received from Punch the Puppet for PAPARAZI. That's the way
to do it. And between me and her, I swore not to tell no one we
know who’s got the biggest willy: All I can say coming from Essex
is "NEVA SHUT UP".

On on, Three Swallows
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Runs for October 2014
All runs start at 11:00am
Hare raiser – Doggy Style

Maps at:

www.ch3.co.uk

Run 1879 Oct 5th - Tillage Hall, Waterbeach, CB25 9NJ
Hare: Rear Admiral and Cruella de
Hash
The AGPU. Check map, postcode is
not accurate

Run 1880 Oct 12th - Black Bull,
Brampton, PE28 4PF
Hare: Wimp
Run 1881 Oct 19th - Haymakers, Chesterton, CB4 1NG
Hare: Moroccan Mole and Cruella de Hash
Bring your liver

Run 1882 Oct 26th - Three
Horseshoes, Graveley, PE19
6PL
Hare: Forrest Dump and Spicey
Bear
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